H I - V I S
F R O N T L OA D E R

THE NEW GENERATION

TECHNICS FOR PROFESSIONALS

STRONG ARGUMENTS FOR
HYDRAC
FRONTLOADERS
free view
now better view to the
implements
trough the new designed
and advanced cross
frame

Accurate parallel guidance

Great dumping angle
NEW Valve
technics
central, compact and
protected
by a cover plate

High quality p

compact valve-units
incl. pressure limitation
and
flangeable electro valves
(Single/Duo)
Shock absorber SDF
pipe rotor in the cross
frame
for more driving comfort
(everytime retrofit)

Safety cylinders for
higher tilting speed

Bucket-quick
drawdown
with floating position
when pushing the button
the bucket will quick
drawdown the material.
A combi function enabled
the lifting and the concurrent drawdown of the
bucket.
New brackets profil
in fine grained steel
assured best quality.
Laying of the hydraulic
mounted under the rocker
arms:
invisible, better protected,
easier accessible.

Superior bucket heeling

NEW brackets technologie
better view
innovative design

Easily accessible
exterior greasing points
in every bolt bearing with
cover caps! Bushes in all
bearings
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active rear axle
support
active brackets parts
provide a hub free of play
from the brackets on the
tractor and support the
frame of the tractor

paint with 2 K

rests easy to
handle
comfortable handling in
standing
(by request hydraulically)

strong double acting cylinders with
ball and socket joint bearing

FINITE-element
improvement
highest stability at least
weight

quick change plate
EURO
by request with hydraulic
implement locking

NEW bucket conical
bucket conical with
cutting edge high
wear restistant
HARDOX
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VITEC AUTOLOCK
The professional for connecting and disconnecting
in a few seconds without dismounting from the tractor.
AUTOLOCK - this unique drive in system makes it possible to attach
and detach the front-end loader hydraulically
by pressing a button and operating the control gear - without leaving
tractor´s seat.
The advantage is the operating comfort, the time saving and also there is
no risk of injury for the driver.
No additional controller necessary.

Fully hydraulic
locking system
All electric and hydraulic
couplings
are connected automatically.

Pressure retaining
valve integrated in
the valve block prevented the fading
of the tilting cylinder. also during high weights

Frontlader
for tractors see type list t´ill
Lifting height [mm]
Tipping height [mm]
Overhead loading width [mm]
Scoop depth [mm]
Lifting force at top (bei 180 bar) [kg]
Lifting force at bottom (bei 180 bar) [kg]
Dumping angle (hoch gehoben)
Scooping angle
Lifting cylinders- diameter [mm]
tipcylinders - diameter [mm]
weight [kg]

AL 2000
70 HP
3300
2370
700
150
1500
1980
63°
46°
70/40
70/36
465

rests fold up hydraulically
thereby the loader can
not descent because
of mechanical locking
mechanism
AL 2100
AL 2200 AL 2200 XL
85 HP
3550
2620
750
150
1580
2000
63°
46°
70/40
70/36
510

Technical specifications depend on system pressure, tyre size and height of attachment. All data without guarantee.
Information subject to change without prior notice.

105 HP
3750
2720
800
150
1700
2015
63°
46°
70/40
70/36
600

110 HP
3900
2970
800
150
1710
2000
63°
46°
70/40
70/36
610

AL 2300

AL 2300 XL

AL 2500

AL 2500 XL

140 HP
4100
3170
900
150
1965
2865
63°
46°
80/40
80/40
650

150 HP
4250
3320
900
150
2055
2600
63°
46°
80/40
80/40
690

200 HP
4500
3570
1000
150
2540
2860
63°
46°
80/45
80/40
755

230 HP
4700
3770
1000
150
2550
3000
63°
46°
80/45
80/40
835

AUTOLOCK
standard equipment
è Attach and detach fully automatic in a few seconds
è without dismounting
è without additional controller
è rapid movement cylinder and safety valve with locking valves
è rests are folded up and down hydraulically
è rear axle support active
è rocker in fine-grained steel
è pin support with bush and to grease
è universal joint bearing on lifting cylinder
(look type list)

operating from the driver´s
cabine

VITEC EUROKIPP Serie 2000
The professional with automatic
interlock on the brackets
EUROKIPP-Series 2000 - the worldwide special drive-in system with
patented, automatic and mechanic interlock on the brackets.
On attaching the loader on the tractor the closings of the brackets lock automatically and so the tractors cab must left only one time.
The driver must only leave the tractor´s seat one time to couple the hydraulic
hoses and to fold up the rests. The same
when you dismount the loader.

rests easy to
handle
comfortable handling in
standing
(by request hydraulically)

Drive in Click Ready
the closings of the
brackets lock
automatically

front-end loader
for tractors see type list t´ill
Lifting height [mm]
Tipping height [mm]
Overhead loading width [mm]
Scoop depth [mm]
Lifting force at top (at 180 bars) [kg]
Lifting force at bottom (at 180 bars) [kg]
Dumping angle (hoch gehoben)
Scooping angle
Lifting cylinders- diameter [mm]
tipcylinders - diameter [mm]
weight [kg]

EK 2000
70 HP
3300
2370
700
150
1500
1980
63°
46°
70/40
70/36
465

Sel-contained
closing
the hub is free of play
because of the locking
cam.
EK 2100
EK 2200
85 HP
3550
2620
750
150
1580
2000
63°
46°
70/40
70/36
510

Technical specifications depend on system pressure, tyre size and height of attachment. All data without guarantee.
Information subject to change without prior notice.

105 HP
3750
2720
800
150
1700
2015
63°
46°
70/40
70/36
600

EK 2200 XL

EK 2300

EK 2300 XL

EK 2500

EK 2500 XL

110 HP
3900
2970
800
150
1710
2000
63°
46°
70/40
70/36
610

140 HP
4100
3170
900
150
1965
2865
63°
46°
80/40
80/40
650

150 HP
4250
3320
900
150
2055
2600
63°
46°
80/40
80/40
690

200 HP
4500
3570
1000
150
2540
2860
63°
46°
80/45
80/40
755

230 HP
4700
3770
1000
150
2550
3000
63°
46°
80/45
80/40
835

EUROKIPP 2000
Standard equipment
è NEW - multi hoses coupler
è Hydraulic tilting device
è Rapid movement cylinder and safty valve
è Quick-change implement attachment
è Mech. parking supports on the rocker arm
è Stop cock
è Parallel guidance
è Double acting lifting cylinders
è Rear axle support
(look type list)

multi hose coupler standard
by request with integrated
electric connector

by request 3rd or 4th function

standard: label in tractor colour

VITEC EUROKIPP Serie 1000
The professional with drive-in frame
Serie 1000 WITH DRIVE-IN FRAME- FOR OLDER TRACTOR MODELS
EUROKIPP-Serie 1000 - a narrow but stable drive-in frame guaran-

tees a clear view.
Optimal load distribution by 4-point bearing.
Highest possible stabilty and low wear and tear by quadruple readjustable
bearing on the brackets.
A patented eccentric quick-acting closure made from cast steel ST52 always guarantees a tight seat on the brackets
owing to the readjustability. These professional frontendloaders can be
supplied for older tractor models.

Comfortable mounting and dismounting
all operating elements
(brackets-closing, rests)
are reachable comfortable.

A NARROW BUT STABLE DRIVE IN
FRAME GUARANTEES A CLEAR VIEW.

rests mechanic
comfortable handling in
standing
(by request hydraulically)

front-end loader
for tractors see type list t´ill
Lifting height [mm]
Tipping height [mm]
Overhead loading width [mm]
Scoop depth [mm]
Lifting force at top (at 180 bars) [kg]
Lifting force at bottom (at 180 bars) [kg]
Dumping angle
Scooping angle
Lifting cylinders- diameter [mm]
tipcylinders - diameter [mm]
weight [kg]

EK 1000

EK 1100

EK 1200

70 HP
3300
2370
700
150
1500
1980
63°
46°
70/40
70/36
465

85 HP
3550
2620
750
150
1580
2000
63°
46°
70/40
70/36
510

105 HP
3750
2720
800
150
1700
2015
63°
46°
70/40
70/36
600

Technical specifications depend on system pressure, tyre size and height of attachment. All data without guarantee.
Information subject to change without prior notice.

EUROKIPP 1000
Standard equipment
è NEW - multi hose coupler
è Hydraulic tilting device
è Rapid movement cylinder and safty valve
è Quick-change implement attachment
è Mech. parking supports on the rocker arm
è Stop cock
Parallel guidance
è Double acting lifting cylinders
è Rear axle support
(look type list)

ECONOMY Series 2000
the competitive
Loading powerful – saving money!
for new tractor models

Standard equipment
è manually locking on the brackets
è hydraulic tilting device
with rapid movement cylinder
è EURO Quick-change plate
è parking supports on the frame assy
è lock off valve for lifting cylinder
è double acting lifting cylinders
è level display (implements)
(rear axle support)

Run in –
clink –
ready
Autom.- mech. locking on
the brackets, dismount
only one time.

Sel-contained
closing
the hub is free from play
because of the locking
cam.
Technical specifications depend on system pressure, tyre size and height of attachment. All data without guarantee.
Information subject to change without prior notice.
Series 2000 . for new tractor models

ECONOMY Serie 1000

Series 1000 with drive-in frame - for older tractor models

Standard equipment
è manually locking on the brackets
è hydraulic tilting device
with rapid movement cylinder
è EURO Quick-change plate
è parking supports on the frame assy
è lock off valve for lifting cylinder
è double acting lifting cylinders
è level display (implements)
(rear axle support)

Comfortable mounting
and dismounting
All operating elements
(brackets-closing, rests) are
reachable comfortable.

front-end loader
for tractors see type list t´ill
Lifting height [mm]
Tipping height [mm]
Overhead loading width [mm]
Scoop depth [mm]
Lifting force at top (at 180 bars) [kg]
Lifting force at bottom (at 180 bars) [kg]
Dumping angle
Scooping angle
Lifting cylinders- diameter [mm]
tipcylinders - diameter [mm]
weight [kg]

EC 1000

EC 1100

EC 1200

70 HP
3200
2270
700
150
1320
1740
63°
46°
70/40
70/36
400

85 HP
3450
2520
750
150
1520
1980
63°
46°
70/40
70/36
440

105 HP
3650
2720
800
150
1680
2000
63°
46°
70/40
70/36
520

Technical specifications depend on system pressure, tyre size and height of attachment. All data without guarantee.
Information subject to change without prior notice.

by request 3rd
and 4th fuction on
the crosstube

Accessories

SHOCK ABSORBER FOR
HIGHER DURABILITY

±7 °

Shock absorber SDF
For more comfort and security.
The accumulator absorbs a
great part of vibrations, resultant from fronloader operation.
• It´s possible to switch of the
funcion
• can also be retrofitted
• only for series ViTec available

SINGLE VALVE

DUO VALVE

Electric valve Single
or DUO - for 3rd or 4th
circuit
Single: one additionally double
acting function (e.g. Hydraulic
round bale gripper, silo cutting
tongs)
Duo: two additionally double
acting function (e.g. Hydraulic
round bale gripper, silo cutting
tongs)
coupoble under pressure.

Multi-hose coupler type
"L"
for direct coupling at the lateral
mounted single-lever control
device.
Easy-quick-safe

Multi-hose coupler
type "L"
for direct coupling at the lateral
mounted single-lever control
device.
Easy-quick-safe

Single-lever control
With the single-lever operatin
you can control up to five
standard operations of the
frontlaoder without having to
fiddle around with multiple
levers.
In combination with HYDRAC
electric valves you can also
control further 4 hydraulic
functions with the single-lever
control
by the push of a button.

Electronic-Proportional-Control
(with joystick, prescision
control)
Offers special operating comfort and precision control for
your front-end loader.
More efficiency due to proportional and simultaneous
control of the rocker arm and
implement.
Small-sized joystick, placed
very ergonomically in the
tractor´s cab, free of abrasions.

Hydraulic swivel device
for quick-change plate
the mounted implement can be
swiveld hydraulically to the left
and to the right.
Range: +-7°. (e.g. with a
mounted snow blade for clearing the sidewalk - the blade
can be swiveld in a horizontal
position)

Hydraulic implement
locking
Due to the built-in hydraulic
cylinder, implements can be
locked and unlocked form the
tracor´s cab with pressing a
button.
Quick-Safe-Comfortable

Autmatic quickchange plate
AUTO-Connect
All electrical and hydraulical
couplings are connected
auomatically.
The implements are attached
and detached without leaving
the tractor´s seat.

Camera-System
For better view and working unerring.

front-end loader scale

IMPLEMENTS
NEW BUCKET CONICAL with cutting edge- high wear resistant HARDOX
bucket conical
(with or without
teeth)
1,25m
1,45m
1,65m
1,85m
2,05m
2,25m
Welded teeth are flushed
with the bucket base.

bucket for light
materials conical
1,65m
1,85m
2,05m
2,25m
2,45m
2,65m

Pallet fork
1,40m wide

Dung fork
1,25m with 7 teeth
1,45m with 8 teeth
1,65m with 9 teeth
1,85m with 10 teet
2,05m with 11 teeth
2,25m with 12 teeth

Round bale fork,
mechanical
1,40m wide
length of forks 1,10m
prongs - flat - for
using as a pallet
fork

Length of forks
lateral cut 80x40 mm
loading capacity 3 To
by request
length of forks 1,10m

Prong - round - for
using as round bale
fork

pallet fork
with hydraulic holding down clamp
1,40m wide

Hydraulic round
bale gripper

bucket for light
materials conical

with pressure valve

1,60m
1,80m
2,00m
2,20m

RBG 1800: for diameter
of bale

IMPLEMENTS

Silo cutting tong
hydraulic
seperate cutting blades
fixed with bolts
1,20m - 650 L
1,40m - 750 L
1,60m - 850 L
1,80m - 950 L

Bucket gripper
hydraulic
1,50m - 650 L
1,70m - 740 L
1,90m - 820 L
2,10m - 950 L
2,30m - 1080 L

UNI-gripper tongs
hydraulic
1,20m - 650 L
1,40m - 750 L
1,60m - 850 L
1,80m - 950 L
2,00m - 1050 L
2,20m - 1150 L

Hydraulic wood
tongs
with rotator and
500 mm arms
Opening width:
1,10m
1,30m

Big Baller
for max. 1000 kg
weight 150kg
width: 1,33m
height: 1,48m

High dumping unit
hydraulic

Tolls for rolling/
moving cut
with hydraulic
holding-down clamp
1,40m wide

IMPLEMENTS

HYdraulic square
bale tongs
QBZ 2000; hydraulic
for 60 cm to 200 cm
diameter

3 point quick change
plate
for using loader implements on a front or rear
linkage

Rear concrete ballast weights
for using at the rear
500kg
800kg

Weld on plates
for third-party implements
straight (for pallet forks)
bent (for buckets)

3 point attachment
for the use of 3-point-implements on frontloaders
(for transporting)

3 point Counter
weights
front and back counter
weight
500kg
800kg
1200 kg

Snow blade
UNIVERSAL
mechanic or hydraulic
hydraulic swivel device
+- 30°

load hook
integrated in quickchange plate
endless rotable

1,60m
1,80m
2,00m
2,30m
2,50m
2,70m
2,90m
3,10m

product range:
front-end
loaders MINI

Municipial
equipment
-snow blades

frontsystems
-front linkage
-front PTO

-snow ploughs

-Sand/Salt spreaders
_Snow blowers

-Hydraulic release

-Hedge cutters

-Guid rail cutters
-Excavators

TECHNICS FOR PROFESSIONALS
45 years of experience in research and development, design and construction, permanent innovation and the use of state of the art EDP and CAD/CAM
technology are ensuring the leading position. A quality control system following to ISO 9001 provides best quality and production efficiency. Today
HYDRAC is known as a high-tech production facility for agricultural- and municipal equipment with around 120 employees. More than 5500 machines
are annually produced. HYDRAC is very keen on the permanent education and a high sense of responsibility of its employees, who are the base for the
permanent progress.
The HYDRAC production facilities in Upper Austria - the heart of Austria’s main industrial region - have been expanded several times within the last
years. Latest CNC machines and robots ensure an economic production. Product range: Snow ploughs, winter service and municipal equipment, frontend loader, front linkage and front power take off.
Perfect service: Extensive consultation and quick customer service is at the top of HYDRAC’s priorities!
An additional plus: Special wishes can be fulfilled on short notice!

Dealer:

HYDRAC Pühringer GmbH&CoKG
Kommunal- und Landtechnik
AT-4523 Sierning | Primitstraße 4
Tel +43-7259-6000-0
Fax +43-7259-6000-40
www.hydrac.com | office@hydrac.com
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